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1, INTRODUCTION 
Let 9’(K) be the collection of all probability measures on a metrizable 
compact convex set K. Consider a map T: B(K) + B(K) taking each 
measure p to a measure pT that is more “spread-out” about the same 
center of mass. A measure on the set E of extreme points is already 
spread out as far as possible, but suppose that T moves every other 
measure p. Then we can visualize the possibility that each point measure 
6, spreads out towards the extreme set E under the iterations of T, and 
that S,T” = lim S,T” must be an extreme point measure representing y 
(having y as its center of mass). Supposing that T is suitably measurable, 
the limit S = Tm would thus be a measurable spreading out map that is 
extremal in the above sense. (This would establish the Choquet theorem 
simultaneously and Bore1 measurably for all the points of K. A short 
direct proof of this global version of the Choquet theorem has been given 
by M. Rao [3].) 
The type of measurable spreading-out map we are referring to is 
called a Markov map, and a Markov map that preserves centers of mass 
is called a dilation. Our simple conjecture above, that if a dilation T 
moves everything movable then the infinite product S = T* is an 
extremal dilation, can be shown to be false by an example on the unit 
interval. However, if T is a dilation that spreads out point measures 
fur enough, in terms of a suitable scale, then we can prove the theorem. 
We shall actually prove a stronger result, by restricitng T to the 
simplest conceivable type of dilation. Since the theorem cannot be true 
unless T moves every point measure 6, sitting on a nonextreme point X, 
the simplest possible value for S,T is a two-point measure US, + bS, 
centered at X. Thus we shall show that if T is a dilation taking each point 
mass 6, to a two-point measure aS, + bS, that is spread out at least half 
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as far as possible (among all two-point measures centered at x), then 
S = T* is an extremal dilation. 
In order to ensure that the theorem has content we must also construct 
a suitable dilation T. An easy modification of a lemma of Federer and 
Morse enables us to do this. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2, on the resultant 
(center-of-mass) mapping p t-t J x C&(X), and Section 3, on Markov 
kernels x I-+ pz , summarize simple known material. The reader is 
referred to Meyer’s book [2] f or an exposition of these subjects. A 
dilation is essentially a Markov kernel that inverts the center-of-mass 
mapping. Section 4 discusses dilations operating on a metrizable compact 
convex set K, and introduces the universally convex function IJ on K to 
provide a scale for determining how far a dilation spreads out a measure. 
Some of this also is material available in Meyer’s book and only summa- 
rized here. In Section 5 a lemma of Federer and Morse [l] is applied to 
construct simple dilations T that spread out measures far enough, and 
Section 6 contains the proof that the dilation S = Tw obtained by 
infinitely iterating such a T is an extremal dilation. Section 7 briefly 
treats a variant of this theorem. 
2. THE RESULTANT MAPPING 
A finite measure TV on a compact convex set K has a center of mass 
x E K defined as the p-average of the points of K: 
If p is a probability measure (p(K) = 1) then its center of mass 
x = SK x dp(x) is the expected vector, or burycenter, of the distribution CL. 
In general, the point SK x dp( x will lie in the cone subtended at the ) 
origin by K, but not in K itself; it is called the resultant of p. (We can 
assume, as we shall see, that K is imbedded in a vector space.) 
The integral sKx dp(x) can exist in several senses. We shall be 
concerned with the “weak” integral: 
If I is a coordinate functional on K (a continuous, affine, real-valued 
function on K) then the Zth coordinate of the center of mass x should be 
given by the familiar formula from elementary calculus 
I= J; 44 444lPW9 
and 2: should be determined by its coordinates Z(z) = 1. 
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We are assuming that the notion of a compact convex set K includes as 
a minimum the requirement that there are enough coordinate functionals 
to separate the points of K. It is then an exercise to show that the topology 
of K is Hausdorff and that the set 9 of all coordinate functionals is a 
real Banach space under the sup norm. Furthermore, K can be viewed 
as a subset of the dual space LZ’* (under the imbedding x E+ 5, where 
((1) = Z(X)), and its topology is then simply the standard weak * 
topology. 
In this setting, it is easy to show that the center-of-mass mapping 
exists. 
LEMMA 1. There is a suvjective mapping ,u ~--t p, from B(K) to K, 
continuous from the compact (weak *) topology of B(K) to the compact 
topology of K, such that Z&J = $Z(x) dp(x) for every coordinate 
functional 1. 
In fact, if I is the identity injection from 9 to the space %‘(K) of all 
continuous real-valued functions on K, then the resultant mapping is 
simply the adjoint I*: S’(K)* + 2”. It follows from a separating 
hyperplane argument that /3@ = 1*(p) is a point of K when p is a 
probability measure. We omit the details. 
We are interested in the situation where K (and hence B(K)) is 
metrizable. This is the case if and only if K has a countable coordinate 
system {ZJ, i.e., a sequence of continuous afine functions separating 
the points of K. For example, if K is a convex weakly *-compact subset 
of the dual of a separable Banach space, then K is metrizable. (If K is 
metrizable, then 9?(K) is separable and, by the same example, Y(K) is 
a metrizable subset of ‘S’(K)*.) 
The equation 
Z= s x 444 K 
can be interpreted in the other direction as providing an integral 
representation of z, ~1 being its representation measure. When the 
topology on K is metrizable, the Choquet theorem asserts that every 
vector z in K is represented by a probability measure p that is supported 
by the set E of extreme points of K. If E is closed, this fact is a trivial 
consequence of the Krein-Milman theorem. But for the general 
metrizable K the extreme set E is only G8, and Choquet’s theorem is 
subtle. 
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3. MARKOV KERNELS 
Let S be a compact metric space and let 99(S) be the space of 
bounded, real-valued, Borel-measurable functions on S. A mapping 
T: B(S) + g(S) is a Markov map if it is linear, positive, continuous 
with respect to monotone pointwise sequential convergence, and if 
T(1) = 1. The composition of two Markov maps is clearly a Markov 
map. We list below a number of properties of Markov maps that follow 
from standard measure theory. 
1. For each x E S, the mapping f ct Tf(x) is integration with 
respect to a Bore1 probability measure pz, so Tf(x) = pz(f) = 
Sf(r) 44~). The M ar ov k k ernel of T is the function of two variables 
4% 4 = TXA(4 = dXA), 
where x E S and A is a Bore1 subset of S. In measure terminology the 
term on the right above would of course be written p,(A). The kernel is 
equivalent to a mapping x t-+ pz , from S to the set B(S) of probability 
measures on S, such that pz(A) is a Bore1 function of x for each fixed 
Bore1 set A. Conversely, any mapping x t+ pz from S to B(S) having 
this measurability property is the kernel of a uniquely determined 
Markov map T. 
2. If T is a positive linear mapping from V(S) to 97(S) such that 
T(1) = 1 then T extends to a unique Markov mapping (by the Riesz 
representation theorem). 
3. There is a dual mapping T*: P(S) + B(S), defined by 
W*)f = P(V) f or all f~ a(S). We drop the superscript star and 
consider this to be simply an alternative presentation of the Markov 
mapping T, which therefore satisfies the crucial associative law 
Wf = PL(Tf) 
for every Bore1 probability measure p on S and every bounded Bore1 
function f on S. We can thus drop parentheses and simply write pTf. 
Similarly, pSTf is any of the equal terms 
MS o TNf = wwY> = /as o Tlf>- 
If Sz is the unit point mass at X, then 
W.. = UTf) = T.(x) = 11zf, 
so pz = 6,T, and x t-t 6,T is the kernel of T. 
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4. DILATIONS ON K 
We now take S to be a metrizable compact convex set K. For example, 
K can be any bounded convex weakly * closed subset of the dual of a 
separable Banach space. A dilation on K is a Markov map 
T: 93’(K) + g(K) whose kernel x + pLz inverts the center of mass 
mapping. By the weak integral definition of center of mass, this is the 
condition Z(X) = p.,(Z) = TZ(x), or Tl = 1, for every coordinate 1. 
So a dilation is a Markov map T under which the coordinates are 
invariant. It follows that T preserves the center of mass of every measure 
v. It also follows that: 
LEMMA 2. Ts, > y (and h ence vTp > ~9) for every continuous convex 
(concave-upward) function q~. 
This is because, given x,, and E, there is a coordinate I such that 1 < y 
but 4%) > dxo) - E. Then Tv(x,,) > TZ(x,) = Z(x,) > p)(x,,) - E, and 
this holds for every x,, and E. 
As a consequence, we have the following simple but important 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let (T,} be any sequence of dilations on K. Then n,” T, 
exists as a uniquely determined dilation S in the following sense: If S, is the 
partial composition product S, = Tr o T, 0 *a* 0 T, , then Sf = limn+,Sn f 
for every f E V(K). 
Proof. We note first that {$Sn~) is an increasing sequence if 93 is 
continuous and convex, for t~.!&+~p) - ~5’~s) = (+‘$J( T,+,rp - v) > 0, 
by Lemma 2. Since &Sns) < k if q < k we see that the sequence @,p, 
is convergent. Since the collection V(K) of all continuous convex 
functions on K is closed under taking sups, and separates points 
(every coordinate functional being convex), it follows that V - V is a 
lattice that separates points, and hence (as in the proof of the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem) is dense in 9?‘(K). Therefore pSnf converges for 
every f E V(K), p E 9(K). In particular, S,f converges pointwise 
(since SJ(x) = S,S,f), and if S: ‘3?(K) + 9?(K) is defined by 
Sf = lim S,f, then S is a positive linear mapping that extends uniquely 
to a Markov mapping, by an earlier remark. Also, SZ = lim S,Z = I 
for every coordinate 1, so S is a dilation, and we are done. 
COROLLARY. If T is any dilation on K then S = T” is a dilation, and 
TS = S. 
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Proof. We have 
T(S’) = lim T(Tl”f) = lim Tn+lf = Sf, 
for every f E G?(K). 
Remark. We cannot claim that S’,f + Sf for a bounded Bore1 
function f, and if S = T* we do not necessarily have ST = 5’. 
When K is a metrizable compact convex set there is a sequence of 
coordinate functionals {In} that separates the points of K. Supposing that 
11 Z, lloo < 1 for every n, we can then set 
(6(x) = 2 2-“Z,2(x), 
1 
obtaining a continuous convex function that is universally convex, 
in the following sense. 
LEMMA 3. If p E B(K) is not a point mass then p# > y5(/3,,). 
Proof. If Z is a coordinate functional then ~(1~) - Z2(p,) = p(Z - I@,))“, 
which is positive unless p is supported by the plane Z(X) = I(/$). So 
& > I,!&,) unless p is supported by the intersection of all the planes 
Z,(x) = Z&l,), i.e., by the point /3,, . 
We shall call a dilation T universal if it moves 6, for every non- 
extreme point X. Such a dilation will be constructed in the next section. 
LEMMA 4. Let $ be a continuous universally convex function on K and 
let T be a universal dilation on K. Then any probability measure CL for which 
,uT# = ua,b is necessarily supported by the set E of extreme points. 
Proof. Since 
the set where S,T# - #(x) > 0 is p-null, and by Lemma 3 this is 
exactly the set K - E of nonextreme points. 
COROLLARY (Choquet’s theorem). Every point y in K is represented by 
an extremal measure. That is, y = JE x dp(x) for some p E B(E). 
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Proof. The set gr, of all probability measures on K having center of 
mass at y is a compact convex subset of B(K). Since & is continuous as 
a function of 1-1, it assumes a maximum value on ~3’~ , say at the measure m. 
For m, the inequality mT# > rn# must therefore be equality, so m is an 
extremal measure, by the lemma. 
Remark. If the universal dilation T is continuous (f continuous 3 Tf 
continuous) then S = Tm is an extremal dilation and our problem is 
solved. For in this case we do have the identity ST = S, so (pS)T = $9, 
and ~5’ is extremal by the lemma, for every p E @p(K). The existence of a 
continuous, universal dilation is questionable, however, and in the 
absence of continuity the extremal dilation theorem is more delicate. 
5. THE EXISTENCE OF DILATIONS 
The following lemma is due to Federer and Morse [l]. 
LEMMA 5. Let f be a continuous surjective map from the compact metric 
space A to the compact metric space B. Then f has a Bore1 measurable right 
inverse. That is, there is a Bore1 measurable map g from B to A such that 
f 0 g is the identity on B. 
When we apply this lemma to the center-of-mass mapping ,U b p,, 
from B(K) to K, we obtain a right inverse x i-t pz from K to 9(K) 
that is Bore1 measurable with respect to the weak topologies defined 
by the continuous functions on K, i.e., such that pzf is a Bore1 function of 
x for each f E S’(K). But this implies that ,uLsg is a Bore1 function of x for 
each bounded Bore1 function g, and in particular for each characteristic 
function xA of a Bore1 set A. So the mapping x t-+ p2 is a Markov kernel 
and hence defines a dilation. 
As it stands, the lemma is useless to us because it might only give us 
the trivial kernel x I+ Sz . However, a couple of simple modifications of 
the lemma will yield nontrivial dilations. 
We first note that the lemma remains valid when the domain A and 
codomain B are o-compact metric spaces. For if {A,} is an increasing 
sequence of compact sets whose union is A, and if g, is a right inverse of 
the restriction off to A, , then a global right inverse off can be patched 
together from the g,‘s just by eliminating overlapping domains. That is, 
we set B, = f (A,) and B, = IZ(, and define g: B --f A by g = g, on 
B, - B,-, . Then g maps B, - B,-, into A, - A,-, , and the Bore1 
measurability of g follows from the Bore1 measurability of the g,‘s. 
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As an application of this remark we construct a “universal” dilation, 
i.e., a dilation that moves every nonextreme point. The set of pairs (y, z) 
in K x K such they # z is an open subset U of a compact metric space 
and hence is a-compact. The mapping ( y, z) w ( y + z)/Z maps U onto 
the set K - E of nonextreme points of K (so K - E is u-compact and E 
is G8). Let g be a Borel-measurable right inverse of this mapping, and 
extend g to all of K by setting g(x) = (x, x) for x in E. Let h be the 
mapping (Y, 4 * (6, + %)P, a continuous mapping from K X K to 
9(K). Then x t-t h(g(x)) is a dilation that replaces every nonextreme 
point x by a two-point measure (6, + a,)/2 with y # x. We can use this 
dilation to prove Choquet’s theorem as noted in the last section. 
The same modifying device leads to the following version of the 
Federer-Morse lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let A and B be compact metric spaces, and let f: A -+ B be 
continuous and surjective. Let y be a continuous non-negative function on A 
and let m, be the maximum of T on the f-fiber over y, 
my = max&@): f(x) = rX 
for each y in B. Then f has a Bore1 measurable right inverse g such that 
g(y) > m,/2 for each y in A. 
Proof. We can suppose that ~1 < 1. Let X, be the set where y > 2-n, 
set Y, =f(-K), and form a right inverse g from the a-compact set lJ Y, 
to the u-compact set U X, , as above. Then g automatically has the extra 
property asserted in the lemma. For if y E Y, - Y,-r then the fibre 
f-'(y) misses X,-i , so m2/ < 2-(“-l). But v(g( y)) >, 2-“, since 
g(Y) E & - So dg(YN > m& 
It only remains to extend g to the rest of Y, i.e., to the points y over 
which 9) is identically zero (m, = 0). This is just one more step of the 
same: If g,: Y -+ X is any Bore1 measurable right inverse off, we can set 
g=g,onY-lJV,mY,. 
Stronger theorems can be obtained in the same way. For example, 
A and B can be u-compact in Lemma 6, provided p is a bounded con- 
tinuous function. 
Now let # be the universally convex function on K constructed in the 
last section, and let y be the continuous function on B(K) defined by 
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Then v >, 0, and y(p) = 0 ‘f 1 and only if p is a point measure, by 
Lemma 3. We take the number p)(p) as an indication of how far p is 
spread out from its center of mass is,. Lemma 6 then provides the 
following dilations. 
THEOREM 2. There is a dilation C such that for each x the measure S,C 
is spread out from 6, at least half as far as possible as determined by the 
scale function y. 
There i; a dilation D such that, for each x, 6,D is two-point measure 
that is spread out from 6, at least half as far as possible among all 
two-point measures centered at x, as determined by the scale function 97. 
In order to obtain the dilation D we simply apply Lemma 6 to the 
compact convex set K t2) of all two-point (or one-point) measures on K. 
Note that D is a more sophisticated version of a two-point dilation that 
moves every nonextreme point. 
Our main theorem then asserts that S = Do0 is a dilation such that $7 
is supported by the extreme set E for every TV on K. The proof of this 
theorem is obscured by extra calculations due to the two-point restriction, 
and we shall first prove the more transparent theorem involving C. 
6. T” Is EXTREMAL 
THEOREM 3. Let T be a dilation that spreads out each point mass 6, at 
least half as far as possible, as determined by the scale function v. Then 
S = TW is an extremal dilation. 
Proof. If A is an arbitrary dilation then &A+ - t,b(x) < 
WJ# - Ib(x)) f  or every X, and integrating this inequality with respect 
to a measure v shows that 
VA/ - vI,+h < 2(vTI/ - vi/) 
for any v E 9(K). 
Therefore, for any probability measure p, any dilation R and any 
integer n, 
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the last line being a consequence of our beginning remark. Since the 
sequence & P#} converges, the right side above tends to zero. Therefore 
for every dilation R. But this implies that pTw is supported by the set E 
of extreme points of K. In fact, it is enough that the equality holds for 
a single dilation R that moves every nonextreme point, by Lemma 4. 
We turn now to the stronger, “two-point” version of the theorem. 
LEMMA 7. Let 1 be any coordinate functional on K. Then, for any 
measure p E B(K) we can find a two-point measure m E 9(K) having the 
same center of mass and such that 
Ml Z - a I) = 14 1 - a I), 
where a is the common expected value of 1 with respect to ~1 and m. 
Proof. We set a = ~(1) and assume that ~(1 I- a I) > 0. (Otherwise 
the situation is trivial; we just take m to be the point measure at the 
center of mass of cc.) Since ~(1 - a) = 0, the set Kr where 1 > a is I.L 
nonnull, as is K, = K - KI . Let xi and xa be the centers of mass of 
the restrictions of p to KI and K2 , respectively, 
where mi = p(Ki), i = 1, 2. Then 
m = mlhl + m2h 2 
is the required two-point measure. In order to see this, note first that 
Pm = mlxl + m2x2 = f 
x dp = /I,, . 
K 
Then m(1) = ~(1) = a. Also, xi E Ki (i = 1, 2). Therefore 
1, (I - a) dp = 0 = JK (2 - a) dm, 
I 
(I - a) dp = m,Z(x,) - mla = 
I 
(I - a) dm. 
Kl Kl 
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Since K1 is exactly the set where 1 - a is positive, we conclude that 
1 Iz-aldp=p-aldm, 
K 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
COROLLARY. If ( 11 is bounded by 1 in the situation of the lemma, then 
(m(P) - uy > +(/L(P) - 2). 
That is, the m standard deviation of the random variable 1 is at least * times 
its p variance. 
Proof. This follows from the Schwarz inequality. We have 
(m(Z2) - u2)l12 = (m(Z - CZ)~)~/~ > m([ 1 - a 1) 
= p(I z - a I) 3 &(Z - fz)” = &L(Z2) - a2], 
the second inequality following because 1 I - a 1 < 2 (since I II < 1). 
Now let ~4 be the universally convex function of Section 3, and let D 
be a two-point dilation that moves every point measure 6, at least half 
as far as possible, as measured by #. That is: 
(a) S,D is a two-point measure (possibly collapsing to one point) 
for every x in K; 
(b) For every x in K and every two-point measure m centered at x, 
W+ - ~44 3 X4 - #W 
Such a dilation D was constructed in the last section. 
Remember also that # = C 2-“lm2, where 1, is a coordinate functional 
of uniform norm at most 1. In these terms, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. 
integer j, 
For any probability measure v on K, any dilation A and any 
vA(Zj2) - ~(4”) < (82+D# - ~#))l/~. 
Proof. Let x be any point of K, and let p be any probability measure 
centered at x. Then by the corollary to Lemma 7, 
j-pz; - Z?(x)]2 < 4[rn(Zi2) - z;(x)], 
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m being the two-point measure furnished by Lemma 7. Also 
4[m(lj2) - Zj2(x)] < 42i[m* - 4(x)], 
by the definition of #, and 
Wm# - #(x)1 < 82i[W# - VW], 
by the definition of D. If we combine these three inequalities, set 
p = &A and integrate, we obtain the inequality 
I [S,AZj2 - Zj2(x)12 dv(x) < 82+D$ - vi)). 
The lemma then follows from the Schwarz inequality. 
THEOREM 4. Let T be a dilation such that, for each x, 6,T is a two-point 
measure that is spread out at least half as far as possible among all two-point 
measures centered at x, as determined by the scale function q~. Then S = T”O 
is an extremal dilation. 
Proof. Fix any measure p E B(K) and any dilation R. Then, for any 
two integers n and j, 
(pTwR - pT*) lj2 < (/LT*R - /LT~) lj2 
= (/LT”A - PT”) lj2, 
where A = T”R. By Lemma 8, 
(pTnA - pTn) Zj2 < (82QTn+$b - pT%,b))l12 
Combining these inequalities, and remembering that the sequence 
{pT%,b} is convergent, we conclude that 
(/.LT*R - pTm) 1; = 0. 
This holds for every j, so 
and pT*) is extremal, just as before. 
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7. A VARIANT 
It is perfectly feasible and possibly more appealing to deal with the 
separate coordinates Z, of a coordinate system {I,)“, rather than the 
single function # = C,” 2-“ln2 that we concocted earlier. We simply 
construct for each n a two point dilation T, that moves each point 
measure 6, at least half as far as possible as measured by the variance of the 
nth marginal distribution. That is, 
~Jn(412) - LW b &(L”> - 42(41 
for every two point m centered at x. We then define S as the infinite 
product dilation obtained by “sweeping out” with the T,‘s; 
s = (T~T2)(T~T2T3)(T~T,T3T,)(T, -*) 
and argue more or less as before. 
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